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2021 has been another testing time for all of us, 

as we went through additional waves of the COVID-19 pandemic, which had a 

serious impact on our lives and led to significant disruptions in societies across the 

world. The health crisis exposed deep inequalities that have pre-existed, having 

the worst impact on vulnerable populations and those already disadvantaged 

by discrimination, social exclusion, and conflict. From unequal access to health 

services to widening income losses and divergence in learning, COVID-19 has had 

a disproportionate impact on the poor and vulnerable in 2021. The COVID 19 crisis 

has affected the health, education and jobs of already vulnerable migrants and their 

children, as well as their broader social integration. In this turbulent time, KMOP 

further expanded its involvement in national, European and international projects 

and initiatives aiming to promote individual well-being, reduce inequalities, 

eliminate vulnerabilities, and foster inclusive and sustainable social growth. As the 

world tries to recover after two difficult years, we remain committed to building 

a more equitable and inclusive society, having people at the core of our actions. 

And we truly believe that we can’t create inclusive policies without engaging the 

people directly impacted by those policies.
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KMOP, founded in 1977, is one of the 
oldest civil society organizations in 
Greece, with a multi-year experience in 
supporting and empowering individuals 
and communities through the provision 
of social services and the implementation 
of innovative social projects. 

KMOP is missioned to map societal 
challenges and provide bottom-up, 
evidence-based solutions that address 
critical social issues, inform public debate 
and help shape policy, nationally and 
internationally. To accomplish our mission 
we design and implement initiatives that 
promote individual and collective well-
being, reduce inequalities, eliminate 
vulnerabilities, and foster inclusive and 
sustainable social growth. During the last 
15 years, we have successfully delivered 
more than 300 initiatives, supported 
by institutional and private donors, while 
more than 65,000 people have benefited 
from our projects and services.

Furthermore, we have established multi-
level partnerships at local, national and 
international level, collaborating with the 
Greek state, indicatively with the Ministry of 
Culture and Sports, Ministry of Education, 
Central Union of Municipalities of Greece 
(KEDE) and the Office of the Greek 
National Rapporteur on Trafficking in 
Human Beings, for the development of 
synergies and common actions, and we also 
participate in national and international 
networks related to our areas of work (e.g. 
COFACE Families Europe, EQUALS Global 
Partnership, National Referral Mechanism 
in Greece, ACCMR.).

Today, KMOP has been present in 7 
countries and employs more than 140 
professionals from diverse educational 
backgrounds and disciplines, ensuring 
gender balance, diversity and equity for all 
staff members.

ABOUT US

STAKEHOLDERS

Offering social protection to 
support vulnerable groups 
of people

Providing individuals with 
the necessary 
skills and capacities to
unleash their full potential

Raising awareness on 
critical social issues to 
involve communities 
and stimulate action

Providing evidence 
and insights enabling 
effective policy design

Cultivating an environment 
of equal opportunities and 
promoting a culture of
inclusiveness

Evaluating the social 
impact of different policies 
to maximize benefits for 
society
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OUR SERVICES

KMOP IN NUMBERS

SOCIAL ACTION

EDUCATION

RESEARCH & POLICY

RAISING AWARENESS

SOCIAL INNOVATION INITIATIVES

Social service facilities
KMOP provides social services through 4 community-based facilities that were established 

as part of the mental-health deinstitutionalization programme of the Greek Ministry of 

Health and Welfare. Specifically, we operate three Group Houses and one Day Care Centre 

offering protection and support services to individuals suffering from severe mental disor-

ders. The Group Houses, accommodating 45 residents in total, offer individuals suffering 

from mental/severe mental disorders residential care in an inclusive environment with 

around-the-clock supervision and support by a wide range of specialized personnel. The 

Day Care Centre offers, in a yearly basis, support services to approximately 40 people with 

moderate chronic mental disorders who face social exclusion and marginalization.

Live Without Bullying
KMOP has been running since 2015 the ‘Live Without Bullying’ initiative that aims to 

combat school and cyber bullying. Through a free, online platform, children and adults 

have the opportunity to seek help, get informed and exchange their thoughts. The plat-

form has been introduced to schools across the country - on the basis of MoU signed with 
the Greek Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Sports. At the same time, we have 

implemented several educational activities to help children, parents and educators un-

derstand why bullying occurs and to help them acquire the skills needed for addressing 

the phenomenon. To date, more than 30,000 students have received support against 

bullying by our psychologists.

Through KMOP Education & Innovation Hub, established in 2006, we have developed 

more than 30 online courses aiming to help people develop and enhance both their per-

sonal and professionals competencies, in line with our goal of building inclusive societies 

and promoting individual well-being. In total, more than 17,500 people have benefitted 

from our educational programs. 

Through our Policy Center based in Brussels, we focus on research, policy design, and 
social impact assessment. Capitalizing on our 45-year experience in the provision of social 
services, we study, analyze, design, and recommend policies that reduce welfare dispari-
ties and reintroduce the concept of prosperity. 

KMOP organizes awareness raising activities in order to inform, educate and sensitize 

about the most important challenges the world is facing today, influence attitudes and 

behaviors and stimulate action. Over the last 20 years, KMOP has organized more than 100 

national and European events with the participation of more than 10,000 stakeholders.

We implement national, European and international initiatives, aiming to make a positive 

social impact and address the most challenging issues our society is facing today. Our 

work focuses on a wide range of thematic areas such as Health Promotion & Wellbeing, 

Human & Fundamental Rights, Education, Civil Society & Democracy, Social Inclusion 
& Employment, and Arts & Culture. Within this context, we offer numerous services, ed-

ucational programmes and training tools, and organize workshops as well as awareness 

raising events on the above topics. 

60.000

45

140 7

300+
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 experience

 

 employees
 

 countries

national and
 international

 projects
 

 Beneficiaries
 over the last

 20 years
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HIGHLIGHTS OF 2021

2021 AT A GLANCE

HEALTH PROMOTION & WELLBEING

CIVIL SOCIETY & DEMOCRACY

SOCIAL INCLUSION & 
EMPLOYMENT

HUMAN & FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS

EDUCATION 

ARTS & CULTURE

88
initiatives

23
initiatives

9
initiatives

9
initiatives

27
initiatives

13
initiatives

7
initiatives

11311
beneficiaries

ONE OF THE TOP NON-PROFITS IN GREECE
In 2021, KMOP was named one of the top Non-profits in Greece by the “Thales II: Evaluation 
of Greek Non-profit Organisations”. Our organisation stood out in the areas of human 
rights, international actions, integration and social welfare, education, migration and 
health.

Our initiative Sailaway, which aims at supporting the participation of children and youth 
with developmental disabilities in sailing, was selected in the TOP-3 projects in the 
category “Celebrating Diversity” of the #BeInclusive EU Sport Awards 2021!

BE INCLUSIVE AWARDS 2021: 
KMOP AMONG THE 9 FINALISTS OUT OF 87 PROJECTS

HIGHLIGHTS OF 2021

714 sailing coaches, parents and children attended our training and raising 
awareness activities.
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MoU WITH THE OFFICE OF THE GREEK NATIONAL 
RAPPORTEUR ON TRAFFICKING IN HUMAN BEINGS

MoU WITH THE CENTRAL UNION OF GREEK MUNICIPALITIES 
FOR COMMON ACTIONS AGAINST BULLYING

KMOP IN THE OFFICIAL LAUNCH EVENT OF THE ERASMUS+ & 
EUROPEAN SOLIDARITY CORPS 2027-2021 IN GREECE

KMOP IN THE OFFICIAL LAUNCH EVENT
“YOUTH SKILLS THROUGH THE ERASMUS+ PROJECTS AND EUROPEAN 
SOLIDARITY CORPS”

We designed and implemented common 
initiatives and actions with the Office 
of the Greek National Rapporteur on 
Trafficking in Human Beings, based 
on the Memorandum of Understanding 
(MoU) that we have signed in order to 
contribute to the eradication of human 
trafficking. These actions included training 
and raising awareness activities, service 
provision to victims of trafficking, and the 

enhancement of multi-stakeholder collaboration through the exchange of know-how.

We organized common activities in 
collaboration with the Central Union of 
Greek Municipalities (KEDE) in order to 
prevent and combat cyber and school 
bullying against children and adolescents. 
The training and raising awareness 
activities were part of our Memorandum 
of Understanding (MoU) with KEDE.

We were invited to the official launch 
event of the Erasmus+ & European 
Solidarity Corps 2021-2027 in Greece and 
presented our projects in the field of digital 
transformation and active citizenship of 
youth.

We were invited to participate in the launch event 
“Youth skills through the Erasmus+ projects and 
European Solidarity Corps” hosted by the Youth 
and Lifelong Learning Institute (I.NE.DI.VI.M) in 
Greece. We presented our scope of work in the field 
of youth through the Erasmus+ projects, focusing on: 
skills development to address skills mismatches in a 
digitalized world, career counseling, participation in 

the civic & democratic life, empowering youth professionals to better meet the needs of 
youth.

COOPERATION WITH THE UNIVERSITY FOR PEACE,
CREATED BY THE UNITED NATIONS

We established a new cooperation with the University 
for Peace  to expand our activities to formal education. 
The University for Peace is an institution of higher 
education dedicated to the study of peace, created by 
the UN General Assembly Resolution 35/55.

ARTS & CULTURE: A NEW THEMATIC AREA FOR KMOP

In 2021, we decided to expand our activities in the field of Arts & Culture, as we believe in 
them as a powerful means to generate positive impact for society. Since then, we have 
been working to leverage the social impact potential of the arts & culture in the following 
thematic areas: Mental Health, Migration, Creative & Cultural Sector and Climate Change. 

HIGHLIGHTS OF 2021 HIGHLIGHTS OF 2021
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https://www.kmop.gr/news-synergasia-kmop-ethnikou-eisigiti-gia-draseis-prolipsis-kai-katapolemisis-tou-trafficking
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https://www.kmop.gr/news-simfwno-sinergasias-kmop-kede-gia-draseis-prostasias-twn-paidiwn-kai-antimetwpishs-tou-ekfovismou
https://www.youthmythbusters.eu/ 
https://www.upeace.org/
https://www.upeace.org/


KMOP IS AN ACTIVE MEMBER OF THE EQUALS GLOBAL 
PARTNERSHIP FOR GENDER EQUALITY IN THE DIGITAL AGE 

PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT FOR COVID19 – HELPLINE 10306

GENDER EQUALITY PLAN

We have expanded our network in the field 
of gender equality, by actively collaborating 
with a committed group of corporate leaders, 
governments, businesses, non-profit organizations, 
academic institutions, NGOs and community 
groups around the world that promotes gender 
balance in the technology sector. 

Find out more about the Equals Global Partnership 
for Gender Equality in the Digital Age here

We provided psychosocial support to people in 
need through the helpline 10306. The helpline is a 
joint initiative of Greece’s Health Ministry and the 
psychiatric clinic of the University of Athens’ Medical 
School, in collaboration with the ARGO federation of 
mental health and psychosocial support groups. Our 
experts and social workers were on hand to speak 
with people feeling anxiety or panic, and with those 
who have existing mental health problems that may 
have been exacerbated by the recent lockdowns.

We consider gender equality of significant 
importance enabling the enhancement of 
skills and knowledge through the inclusion 
of all, promoting a better and more 
motivating work environment.  Within this 
context, in 2021, we developed our Gender 
Equality Plan to establish priorities, 
concrete objectives and specific measures 
that improve gender equality within our 
organization. 

COMMIT SUPPORT LINE AGAINST HATE SPEECH

We launched a new Support Line, with 
professionals (psychologists & social 
workers),  to actively support young people
when they feel attacked or involved in 
aggressive, violent, hateful situations in the 
online environment. 

PSYCHOLOGICAL SUPPORT SESSIONS
TO WOMEN VICTIMS OF TRAFFICKING

We empowered 8 women, prior victims of 
trafficking, through 6 psychological support 
sessions aimed at facilitating their successful 
integration in the labor market.

HIGHLIGHTS OF 2021 HIGHLIGHTS OF 2021
 SERVICES
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THE INSTITUTE OF EDUCATIONAL POLICY OF GREECE 
APPROVED OUR BOOKLETS FOR ASSESSING PRIOR LEARNING 
OF NEWLY ARRIVED MIGRANT/REFUGEE CHILDREN

E-LEARNING PLATFORM FOR FEATURING A PROTECTIVE 
ENVIRONMENT FOR LGBTI+ PERSON

 EUROPEAN FAMILY LAB: AN ONLINE TRAINING CENTER

Education is a basic human right and should be 
accessible for all children. 
Within this context, we created three booklets, for 
primary, lower post primary and upper post primary 
pupils, aiming to help teachers and educators 
assess these children’s prior knowledge. 
The booklets are tailored to address the challenges 
and needs faced by migrant and refugee children, 
such as minimal native and/or English language 
skills, cultural differences and psychological 
traumas. Download them here.

330 public servants participated in the online trainings 
and acquired knowledge on LGBTI+ issues and on how to 
assist LGBTI+ individuals. The e-learning platform “FAROS” 
is aimed at public servants (educators, administrative 
officers, health professionals, police officers and 
professionals working in justice and psychosocial support 
services) interested in identifying and supporting LGBTI+ 
people who have experienced hate crimes, homophobic, 
biphobic, transphobic and interphobic discrimination 
and violence. The content is available in English & Greek.  
Register here.

KMOP in cooperation with COFACE Families 
Europe created the European Family Lab, 
which offers a series of webinars on current 
issues, such as parent - children effective 
communication, bullying prevention, 
difficulties faced by young parents, the 
influence of social media on family, the 
challenges of single-parent families, work - life 
balance during the pandemic, and more. 

E-LEARNING PLATFORM FOR INCREASING THE POLITICAL 
AND CIVIC PARTICIPATION OF THE YOUTH

In a period where fake news, hate speech and online 
propaganda constitute a threat for democracy, 
we launched the Youth Myth Busters platform to 
equip young people with the necessary skills to 
address these challenges in the online environment 

and become active citizens. The e-learning platform includes topics such as: countering 
fake news, hate speech, propaganda, and promoting engagement and participation in 
civic and democratic life. 334 young people, youth & media professionals, and teachers 
registered and completed the online modules in 2021.

CAPACITY BUILDING SEMINARS FOR COUNTERING HUMAN 
TRAFFICKING TO LAWYERS AND PROFESSIONALS WORKING 
IN RECEPTION CENTRESE-LEARNING PLATFORM FOR COUNTERING VIOLENCE 

AGAINST CHILDREN IN SPORTS
We implemented a series of online trainings 
to 128 lawyers and professionals working 
in the reception and identification centres 
to help them detect the signs of trafficking 
and react properly to support the victims. 

362 sports professionals attended the online courses of the educational platform “ACTIVE” 
and enhanced their skills in embedding child protection policies in sports organizations.
The educational platform is aimed at sports clubs and sports organizations, coaches, and 
volunteers that work with children and want to enhance their skills and knowledge in 
identifying and preventing violence against children in sports, as well as in developing 
child protection policies. The content is available in English, Greek, Italian, and Portuguese. 
Register here.

HIGHLIGHTS OF 2021 HIGHLIGHTS OF 2021
 EDUCATION  EDUCATION
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https://www.kmop.gr/circle-booklets-for-assessing-prior-learning-of-newly-arrived-migrant-refugee-children/
https://www.faros2020.eu/
https://www.faros2020.eu/courses-2/
https://coface-eu.org/
https://coface-eu.org/
https://elearning.youthmythbusters.eu/
https://www.activeproject.eu
https://coface-eu.org/european-family-lab/ 
https://www.activateproject.eu/ 


TRAINING FOR CULTURAL MEDIATORS AND INTERPRETERS ON 
MANAGING SGBV CASES AGAINST MIGRANTS AND REFUGEES IN 
GREECE

CAPACITY BUILDING SEMINARS TO HR PROFESSIONALS FOR 
PREVENTING AND COMBATING SEXUAL HARASSMENT IN THE 
WORKPLACE 

INCLUSIVE EUROPE SUMMER CAMP

81 cultural mediators and interpreters who work 
or collaborate with public institutions/organizations/ 
services enhanced their knowledge and skills in 
better addressing SGBV and the needs of migrant 
and refugee survivors.
The trainings highlighted the lack of information 
concerning SGBV, as well as the problems that 
migrant and refugee survivors of SGBV face and 
how the cultural mediators and interpreters can 
detect them in alliance with the professionals to help 
survivors overcome them.

47 HR professionals attended the online 
Capacity Building Seminars “Teamwork” for 
preventing and combating sexual harassment 
in the workplace. The trainees improved their 
capacities in revising existing staff policies 
regarding sexual harassment and establishing 
a safe path for complaints and by providing 
support to victims. 

112 professionals working with migrants, volunteers 
who want to work with migrants, third-country 
nationals attended the online Inclusive Europe 
Summer Camp and enhanced their skills towards a 
more inclusive and intercultural Europe.
The online courses took place from 5 to 29 July and 
included a series of online training activities and 
workshops aimed at facilitating the inclusion process of 
newly arrived migrants into host societies through the 
involvement of local communities and the promotion 
of mutual understanding between migrants and local 
professionals. 

AWARENESS RAISING TRAINING TO EMPLOYEES FOR 
PREVENTING AND COMBATING SEXUAL HARASSMENT IN THE 
WORKPLACE 

ONLINE TRAININGS FOR CHANGING SOCIAL ATTITUDES 
TOWARDS GENDER DIVERSITY IN CHILDREN

60 employees attended the online Awareness Raising 
Training “Teamwork” for preventing and combating 
sexual harassment in the workplace. The trainees 
enriched their knowledge on issues such as: Sexual 
Harassment, what is the legal framework, what are the 
reporting procedures and how they can support their 
colleagues who have experience sexual harassment in 
the workplace.  

120 school and health professionals enhanced their skills and competencies in countering 
gender-based violence towards LGBTI+ and gender non-conforming children in their 
activities.

HIGHLIGHTS OF 2021 HIGHLIGHTS OF 2021
 EDUCATION  EDUCATION

E-LEARNING PLATFORM FOR SUPPORTING THE PARTICIPATION 
OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH WITH DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES 
IN SAILING

53 sailing coaches registered in the platform and 
enhanced their skills in delivering inclusive sailing 
activities for children and youth with ASD. The 
e-learning platform “Sailaway” consists of 6 modules 
and is available here.

If you are employer or HR professional and want to assess and revise your 
staff policies or introduce measures to recognize, prevent and address sexual 
harassment in the workplace, complete our self-assessment tool  and find out 
which measures you should put into practice to create a zero-tolerance culture 
towards this phenomenon.
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https://www.kmop.gr/news-inclusive-europe-summer-camp-2/
https://www.kmop.gr/news-inclusive-europe-summer-camp-2/
https://www.teamworkproject.eu/
https://www.diversityandchildhood.eu/ 
https://www.sailawayproject.eu/educational-platform
https://kmop.limequery.com/292319
http://  


E-LEARNING PLATFORM & GUIDE FOR
PROMOTING CSR IN SPORTS

CAPACITY BUILDING SEMINARS TO SOCIAL & HEALTHCARE 
EMPLOYEES ON INTERCULTURAL CARE 

ONLINE GAME FOR TEENAGERS:
BECOME AN AMBASSADOR AGAINST BULLYING

19 sports professionals acquired knowledge in 
designing and implementing good governance 
principles based on social responsibility through 
the e-learning platform “GoSport”.
The platform is available here.
Download the guide here.

We trained 61 social care and health 
professionals who improved their skills in 
working with people from different ethnic, 
social and economic origins.

Our new online game, developed in the framework of 
Live Without Bullying, aims to equip teenagers with 
the appropriate knowledge and skills on how they can 
successfully counter bullying whenever and wherever 
they notice an incident of intimidation.

The game is available in Greek here.

NEW TRAINING TOOL TO PREVENT CHILD ABUSE
AND PROMOTE SAFER COMMUNITIES

CAPACITY BUILDING SEMINARS TO ELDERLY PEOPLE 
ON HEALTH & WELLBEING ISSUES

“Happy on a Mission” is an online game for 
6-9 years old children aiming to help them 
gain skills on how to act and communicate 
in situations when child violence occurs. 
The game is available here.

We informed and empowered 20 senior 
citizens on mental health and wellbeing 
related issues, aiming to stimulate their 
social and spiritual activity..

HIGHLIGHTS OF 2021 HIGHLIGHTS OF 2021
 EDUCATION  EDUCATION

TEACHER’S HANDBOOK FOR THE PREVENTION
OF VIOLENT RADICALISATION AT SCHOOLS

The Practice “Handbook” is addressed to school 
professionals and responds to their need for new 
teaching methods, applicable to diverse learners 
with a view to prevent violent radicalisation. 
By developing this handbook, we want to support 
school professionals in implementing new 
approaches and methodologies for the prevention of 
radicalisation through the development of students’ 
critical thinking and related skills, as well as effective 
practices and knowledge related to the topic.
Download it here.
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https://www.gosportproject.eu/index.php/e-learning-platform
https://www.kmop.gr/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/GoSport_Guide.pdf
https://bit.ly/3kikd56 
https://co-happiness.eu/co-happiness-game
https://www.acz-kurzy.cz/sage
https://practice-school.eu/media/practice-radicalisation-prevention-program-en.pdf
https://www.i-care-project.net/


ONLINE SEMINARS FOR COUNTERING EXTREMISM AND VIOLENT 
RADICALISATION AMONG YOUTH

ONLINE WORKSHOPS TO ENHANCE THE SOCIAL INCLUSION 
OF LOW-INCOME SINGLE PARENTS

E-LEARNING PLATFORM FOR ENGAGING YOUNG PEOPLE 
THROUGH URBAN GARDENING ACTIVITIES

GUIDE: BUILDING RESILIENCE IN BASIC EDUCATION

We organized 6 online trainings where 45 
young people, aged 13-25, learnt what is violent 
radicalisation, extremism, populism and hate-
speech and how to combat them creating 
alternative and counter-narratives. 

Supporting single parents is at the core of 
our work. Within this context, we organized a 
series of online trainings to help them enhance 
their literacy, numeracy, digital competences, 
sense of initiative, and entrepreneurial skills, in 
order to foster their employability. 
34 parents attended the online courses of the 
training program “Parentbank”. 
Download it here.

55 young people enhanced their skills and knowledge 
in creating urban gardens and turning them into a 
meeting point for social integration.
Register here.

People with basic education needs are among 
the most marginalized social groups and are 
frequently exposed to economic, social and/or 
racial discrimination. Resilience in the field of 
education has emerged as a crucial concept. 
It concerns both educators and learners, in the 
sense that they both should be equipped in 
order to cope with the challenges of life. 

In this context, we created the RESET guide 
to provide psychoeducational guidance to 
adult educators who want to offer high quality 
opportunities to educationally disadvantaged 
adults. 

HIGHLIGHTS OF 2021 HIGHLIGHTS OF 2021
 EDUCATION  EDUCATION

ONLINE TRAINING COURSES FOR MIGRANTS / ASYLUM 
SEEKERS ON IMPROVING THEIR SOCIAL AND EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES

In July 2021, we organized an online course to 
improve the socio-professional and entrepreneurial 
skills of 27 migrants. Our goal was to help them 
increase their employability in the host countries in 
order to promote their socio-economic integration.

To further support single parents, we also launched the timebank “Parentbank” 
through which they are able to exchange all kinds of services that they may not 
be able to afford, enabling them to re-enter the labour market or find a better 
job. The timebank is available here
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https://www.parentbank.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/IO2_final-document_Habilitas_English.pdf
https://www.urbangardeningproject.eu/training-platform
https://www.kmop.gr/reset-building-resilience-in-basic-education/
https://commitproject.eu/ 
https://parentbank.timebanks.org


REFRAMING WELFARE INDEX:
A NEW SET OF COMPOSITE WELFARE INDICATORS

BULLYING: WE WILL ADDRESS IT TOGETHER

OUR RESEARCH ON LGBTQ+ ISSUES CONTRIBUTED TO THE 
NATIONAL STRATEGY FOR THE EQUAL RIGHTS OF THE LGBTQ+ 
COMMUNITY

Social and individual welfare is more than just material wealth at the individual and social 
levels. It is a holistic aspiration of modern societies that reaches into the social, economic, 
political, financial, cultural, and environmental character of a society that allows all 
individuals to realise their full potential in a fair and just way.
Our Policy Centre, in cooperation with Ethos Lab, developed the Reframing Welfare 
Index, which is a set of composite welfare indicators, aiming to measure and assess 
regional welfare disparities across Europe. 

On 8 December 2021, 4500 students from more 
than 70 schools from all over Greece attended the 
online event about how the school community can 
counter the alarming issue of bullying in the school 
and online environment. 
Our experts presented ways and tools that school 
professionals, parents and students can use in order 
to counter bullying.

It is also worth pointing out that our national research 
survey about the current state of discrimination 
against LGBTI+ people in Greece accelerated the 
establishment of a specialized committee to work on 
a national strategy for the equal rights of the LGBTQ+ 
community.

The article is available on the Prime Minister’s website

HEALTH PROMOTION & WELLBEING CONFERENCE

Stakeholders from the field of health & sports discussed 
and presented good practices that promote mental 
health & wellbeing of the most affected people (i.e elderly, 
migrants, children) during and after the Covid-19 era.
200 individuals attended the event, which took place on 
21 January 2021. 

The discussion is available on KMOP’s Facebook

HIGHLIGHTS OF 2021 HIGHLIGHTS OF 2021
 POLICY RAISING AWARENESS

DISCUSSING WAYS TO COUNTER VIOLENCE AGAINST 
CHILDREN IN SPORTS WITH FIBA AND UEFA 

On 23 November 2021 we organized the 
online discussion “ACTIVE: Countering 
violence against children in sports and 
leisure activities” to present tools and 
practices that prevent violence against 
children in sports. The panel consisted of the 
Greek Deputy Minister of Culture & Sports 
and representatives from FIBA, UEFA, 
UNICEF Greece and other relevant stakeholders. 281 sports professionals, policymakers, 
educators, journalists and parents attended the event. Watch the discussion on our 
YouTube channel.
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https://www.faros2020.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/D2.6_Publication-of-research-report.pdf
https://primeminister.gr/2021/03/17/26041. 
https://www.facebook.com/kmop.eu/videos/743966626534695 
https://www.activeproject.eu/active-countering-violence-against-children-in-sports-and-leisure-activities/
https://www.activeproject.eu/active-countering-violence-against-children-in-sports-and-leisure-activities/
https://www.activeproject.eu/active-countering-violence-against-children-in-sports-and-leisure-activities/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=562geRVQUt4&t=6348s
https://policy-center.kmop.org/welfare-index


ONLINE EVENT FOR PREVENTING VIOLENT 
RADICALISATION IN SCHOOLS

EVENT FOR THE FAMILY-BASED CARE FOR UNACCOMPANIED 
CHILDREN IN GREECE

GREEK DIVERSITY DIALOGUE FORUM: PROMOTING SUCCESSFUL 
PRACTICES FOR THE INTEGRATION OF MIGRANTS IN LOCAL 
COMMUNITIES

SEXUAL AND GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE AGAINST MIGRANTS 
DURING LOCKDOWN: CASE MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT TO 
VICTIMS

The phenomenon of violent 
radicalisation and the ways to prevent 
it in the school environment was the 
theme of the online conference that 
we organized on 28 January 2021. In 
this event, 330 school professionals 
were provided with innovative tools 
to address diversity in the classroom, 
while they were informed about 
challenging terms such as: racism, polarisation, social exclusion, radicalisation and violent 
radicalisation. The discussion is available in Greek on our Facebook page.

With the contribution of major 
stakeholders in the field of 
unaccompanied children, we 
organised in September 2021 a 
two-day event on the challenges 
and good practices that can be 
followed regarding foster care for 
unaccompanied minors in Greece. 
The event was attended by 
representatives from the Ministry 
of Labour and Social Affairs, the National Center for Social Solidarity, the Center of 
Social Welfare of Attica, the UNHCR, the UNICEF, METAdrasi, ARSIS and professionals 
who contributed by participating in the exchange of know-how, methodology and 
related tools for the provision of quality alternative care and personalized services to 
unaccompanied minors.

Prejudices and stereotypes that 
prevail in Greek society in relation 
to migrants and how these can 
be overcome, as well as stories of 
successful integration of migrants, 
were some of the main discussion 
topics of the Greek Diversity 
Dialogue Forum.
The online event took place on 
8 April 2021 and more than 1500 

stakeholders and professionals working with migrants attended it.

On March 11 2021, 194 representatives from gender equality entities, professionals, cultural 
mediators and interpreters - with experience in management of SGBV cases against 
migrants and refugees attended the online event and learnt ways and tools that can help 
them address sexual and gender-based violence against migrants.
The event is available here.
The event was organized in cooperation with Generation 2.0 RED.
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https://www.facebook.com/kmop.eu/videos/2958649991025126
https://www.facebook.com/kmop.eu/videos/502520194469699. 
https://www.kmop.gr/news-promoting-successful-practices-for-the-integration-of-migrants-in-local-communities/. 


RAISING AWARENESS ABOUT LGBTQI+ RIGHTS 
IN EVERYDAY LIFE

PARTICIPATION OF LGBTQI+ PEOPLE IN POLITICS, 
REPRESENTATION IN THE MASS MEDIA & INCLUSIVE EDUCATION

YOUNG PEOPLE: ACTIVE CITIZENS IN A DIGITAL WORLD

INFORMATION WORKSHOP FOR LGBT ISSUES

EDUCATIONAL TOOLS FOR TEACHERS AND EDUCATORS ON HOW 
TO FOSTER SOCIAL INTEGRATION OF REFUGEES AND MIGRANTS

On 14 October 2021, we discussed 
with a panel of experts about the 
challenges and the obstacles that 
LGBTQI+ people face in everyday 
life, and how we can increase their 
participation and direct involvement 
in the political decision-making. 
It is worth mentioning that Nikolas 
Giatromanolakis, Greek Deputy 
Minister of Culture and Sports, responsible for Contemporary Culture, was among the 
speakers. In total, 117 social professionals, journalists, school professionals, LGBTQI+ 
activists and individuals from general public attended the event.

Watch the discussion here.

The info day in Greece took place on March 
29, 2021 and was attended by a total of 105 
people, while the event was broadcasted live 
on KMOP’s Facebook page and gathered 
more than 6.600 views – the live broadcast 
is available on the following link.
The main topics discussed were: LGBTQI+ 
participation in politics, LGBTQI+ 
representation in the media an d inclusive 
education.

60 stakeholders attended the information 
workshop “VoiceIt” for LGBT issues in 
Greece. The main purpose of the information 
workshop was to present the main findings 
of our online survey for strengthening 
LGBTQI+’s voice in politics.

Download the survey here.

On 30 September 2021, we brought 
together a group of experts from the 
fields of politics and media, as well 
as representatives from civil society 
organizations, specialized in the field 
of youth, and discussed how young 
people can become active citizens in 
the digital world, how internet and 
social media contribute to this, and 
what challenges and opportunities 

are associated with the digital transition during the Covid-19 pandemic. 
Among the speakers were Nikos Androulakis, President of the Movement for Change 
(KINAL) and the Panhellenic Socialist Movement (PASOK) & Member of European 
Parliament with Group of the Progressive Alliance of Socialists and Democrats and 
Maria Spyraki, Member of the European Parliament and of New Democracy Party - 
European People’s Party (EPP). 
150 youth professionals, journalists and school professionals attended the event.
Watch the discussion on our YouTube channel.

All children deserve a quality 
education. To contribute towards 
this endeavour, on 28 June 2021, 
we presented innovative tools for 
teachers and educators in order 
to foster social integration of their 
refugee and migrant students.  In 
a fruitful discussion, 240 school 
professionals acquired knowledge 
on how to teach literacy, numeracy 
and digital skills to refugee and migrant children.

Download the material here.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NmOg6teYs8I
https://www.facebook.com/kmop.eu/videos/939547620150451/?__so__=channel_tab&__rv__=all_videos_card&ref=tahoe. 
https://voiceitproject.eu
https://www.voiceitproject.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/D2.5_National_Report_GR_EN.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DiR4Xv-U-GI&t=1376s 
https://www.hopeful-project.eu/index.php/library


EVENT: PLATFORM TO PREVENT YOUTH FROM EARLY SCHOOL 
LEAVING

RAISING AWARENESS WORKSHOP FOR ADDRESSING VIOLENCE 
AGAINST CHILDREN IN SPORTS

RAISING AWARENESS:  WORLD MENTAL HEALTH DAY 

Early School Leaving remains a challenge 
for many EU member states, despite the 
significant developments that have been 
made regarding school integration of 
young people with vulnerable background. 
Within this context, on 29 November 
2021, we discussed ways with 104 school 
professionals and stakeholders on how 
they can identify youth at risk of dropping-out of school. Moreover, it was an opportunity 
to present the Apple platform which enables educators to apply innovative pedagogical 
methods and to easier identify youth at risk of dropping out. 

25 stakeholders from the field of sports, 
civil society and politics attended the 
raising awareness workshops “ACTIVE” for 
addressing violence against children in 
sports.

In the framework of the World Mental Health 
Day, we organised a Facebook live on 10 
October 2021 to raise awareness on mental 
health issues, present our work in the field 
and discuss what needs to be done to make 
mental health care a reality for all people.
The discussion was conducted in Greek and is 
available on our Facebook page.

HIGHLIGHTS OF 2021
RAISING AWARENESS

A/O Title Topic Thematic Area Financing 
Source

1

Operation of the Group House “Prooptiki” 
for persons with serious mental disorders 
in Xylocastro, Peloponnese / Health and 

Welfare: “De-institutionalization and Socio-
economic Rehabilitation for the

Mentally ill”

Health Promotion
& Wellbeing

Social Services 
Facilities / 

Mental Health 

ESF
Greek Ministry of 

Health and 
Welfare

Private Funding/ 
fundraising

2
Operation of the Group House “Alkyonis” 

for persons with serious mental disorders in 
Kapandriti, Attica

Health Promotion & 
Wellbeing

Social Services 
Facilities / 

Mental Health

ESF
Greek Ministry of 

Health and 
Welfare

Private-funding/ 
fundraising

3

Operation of the Group House “Kalypso” for 
persons with serious mental disorders in 
Kapandriti, Attica / Health and Welfare: 

“De-institutionalization and
Socio-economic Rehabilitation

for the Mentally ill”

Health Promotion & 
Wellbeing

Social Services 
Facilities / 

Mental Health

ESF
Greek Ministry 
of Health and 

Welfare
Private-funding/ 

fundraising

4

Operation of the Day Centre
“Ariadne” in central Athens for persons with 

less severe mental disorders / Health and 
Welfare: “De-institutionalization and

Socio-economic Rehabilitation
for the Mentally ill”

Health Promotion & 
Wellbeing

Social Services 
Facilities / 

Mental Health

ESF
Greek Ministry 
of Health and 

Welfare
Private-funding/ 

fundraising

5 Live Without Bullying Health Promotion & 
Wellbeing Bullying Private-funding/ 

fundraising

6

Supporting the resettlement of persons with 
intellectual disabilities from the residential 
institution of Demir Kapija into community-

based supported living settings

Health Promotion & 
Wellbeing

Mental Health & 
Wellbeing

Europeaid /
Private Funding

7
Dido: strengthen protection of the rights of 

recipients of mental health services
Health Promotion & 

Wellbeing

Mental health 
& psychosocial 

support

EEA Grants. 
Active Citizens 

Fund programme 
/ Private Funding

8
SailAway: Supporting the participation of 

children and youth with developmental 
disabilities in sailing

Health Promotion & 
Wellbeing

Autism Spectrum 
Disorder (ASD)

Erasmus+ / 
Private Funding
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https://www.facebook.com/kmop.eu/videos/570380350961934 
https://www.appleproject.eu/platform/
https://www.activeproject.eu/  
https://www.livewithoutbullying.com/
https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/support-for-the-de-institutionalisation-process-in-social-sector/
https://www.didoproject.gr/
https://www.sailawayproject.eu/


A/O Title Topic Thematic Area Financing 
Source

9
i-Care

Intercultural Care in the Social and 
Healthcare Sector

Health Promotion & 
Wellbeing

Health Promotion 
& well-being  Erasmus+

10 HealthCare4ASD Health Promotion & 
Wellbeing

Autism Spectrum 
Disorder (ASD)

Erasmus+ / 
Private Funding 

11
WeToo: Protecting mental health: 

Empowering frontline workers and SGBV 
victims and survivors

Health Promotion & 
Wellbeing

Mental health 
& psychosocial 

support

 REC / Private 
Funding 

12 Storyliving Health Promotion & 
Wellbeing

Health Promotion
& well-being

Erasmus+ / 
Private Funding

13 Tackle Racism Health Promotion & 
Wellbeing Sports  Erasmus+ / 

Private Funding

14 GoSport: Promoting Good Governance in 
Sport through Social Responsibility 

Health Promotion & 
Wellbeing Sports  Erasmus+ / 

Private Funding 

15 Bonding: Facilitating intergenerational 
solidarity and learning through

Health Promotion & 
Wellbeing Elderly   Erasmus+ / 

Private Funding 

16 IncludED Health Promotion & 
Wellbeing Disabilities Erasmus+ 

17 SAGE: Education of Senior Citizens
on their Health and Wellness

Health Promotion & 
Wellbeing Elderly Erasmus+

18 T-Games: Games for Tolerance Health Promotion & 
Wellbeing Bullying  Erasmus+

ANNEX : OUR INITIATIVES IN 2021

A/O Title Topic Thematic Area Financing 
Source

19
e-Protect: Safety Toolkit for Consumer and 

Personal Data Protection for the Elderly 
during Internet Use

Health 
Promotion & 

Wellbeing
Elderly Erasmus+

20 Safe youth: The Science of Sexuality 
Education and Youth Work

Health 
Promotion & 

Wellbeing

Mental health & 
psychosocial support  Erasmus+

21 Bestcare4LGBTQI
Health 

Promotion & 
Wellbeing

Elderly Erasmus+ 

22
TSItour: Training on Social Inclusion in 

Tourism, by including elderly people as local 
storytellers for the Tourism Industry 

Health 
Promotion & 

Wellbeing
Elderly Erasmus+

23 Dialogic Minds
Health 

Promotion & 
Wellbeing

Health Promotion & 
well-being Erasmus+

24
Refuge-Ed: Effective practices in education, 
mental health and psychosocial support for 

the integration of refugee children

Human & 
Fundamental 

Rights 
Migration  Horizon 2020  

25
ACTIVATE: EnhAnCing the anti-Trafficking 

Identification, preVention and supporT 
mEchanisms

Human & 
Fundamental 

Rights 

Countering
Trafficking

AMIF / Private 
Funding 

26

Amelie: enhAncing Mechanisms of 
idEntification, protection and muLti-agency 

collaboratIon through transnational and 
multi-sectoral actors’ Engagement

Human & 
Fundamental 

Rights 

Countering
Trafficking

AMIF / Private 
Funding

27
Eradicating:  Enhancing pRevention

AnD multI-agenCy cooperAtion
against TraffickING

Human & 
Fundamental 

Rights 

Countering
Trafficking

 ISFP / Private 
Funding 

28 T-Games: Games for Tolerance
Health 

Promotion & 
Wellbeing

Bullying
European 

Commission - 
Erasmus+
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https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/i-care/
https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/news-healthcare4asd
https://www.wetooproject.eu/
https://storylivingyouth.eu/about/
https://tackleproject.eu/
https://www.gosportproject.eu/
https://includedproject.eu/
https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/sage/
https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/t-games/
https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/template-e-protect/
https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/the-science-of-sexuality-education-and-youth-work-safeyouth/
https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/tsitour/
https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/dialogic-minds/
https://www.refuge-ed.eu/
https://www.activateproject.eu/
https://www.project-amelie.eu/
https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/eradicating/
https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/t-games/


A/O Title Topic Thematic Area Financing 
Source

28 ACTIVE: Focus on children; Strengthening 
Policies in Sports and Leisure Activities

Human & 
Fundamental Rights Child Protection REC / Private 

Funding

29 Teamwork: CombaT sExuAl harassment
in the WORKplace

Human & 
Fundamental Rights 

Sex Gender 
Sexuality, SGBVt

 REC / Private 
Funding

30 FAROS: Feature a protective environment
 for LGBTI+ persons

Human & 
Fundamental Rights Discrimination

 REC / Private 
Funding

31 PATTERN: Prevent And combaT domesTic 
violEnce against Roma womeN 

Human & 
Fundamental Rights Discrimination

 REC / Private 
Funding

32 Creating Care: Creating Safe Environments
for Children in need of Foster Care

Human & 
Fundamental Rights Child Protection  Erasmus+

33 CQ+: De-escalating Polarization in Europe Human & 
Fundamental Rights Discrimination  Erasmus+

34 VOICEIT: Strengthening 
LGBTQI+’s Voice in Politics

Human & 
Fundamental Rights 

Sex Gender 
Sexuality, SGBV

REC / Private 
Funding 

35

HEAL: Enhancing recovery and integration 
through networking, employment training 

and psychological support for women victims 
of trafficking

Human & 
Fundamental Rights 

Countering
Trafficking

AMIF / Private 
Funding

36 FA.B: FA.B! FAmily Based care 
for children in migration

Human & 
Fundamental Rights Child Protection AMIF / Private 

Funding

37 STOP: Stop child abuse ThrOugh effective 
training and augmented reality

Human & 
Fundamental Rights Child Protection Erasmus+

ANNEX : OUR INITIATIVES IN 2021
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Source

38 Co-happiness Human & Fundamental 
Rights Child Protection  Erasmus+

39
TOLERANT: TransnatiOnaL network for 

Employment integRAtion of womeN vicTims 
of trafficking

Human & Fundamental 
Rights  

Countering 
Trafficking

 AMIF / Private 
Funding

40 Inclusive Europe:
Build Bonds not Walls

Human & Fundamental 
Rights Migration

 AMIF / Private 
Funding

41 RISING: Mentoring to raise
motivated migrants 

Human & Fundamental 
Rights Migration Erasmus+

42
Commit: Engaging diaspora and migrant 

COMMunities in the protection of the rIghTs 
of the child

Human & Fundamental 
Rights Migration  REC / Private 

Funding

43 Migrant Voices Heard Human & Fundamental 
Rights Migration AMIF / Private 

Funding

44
M4M: Migrants for Migrants: Using the 
buddy system to foster integration of 

asylum seekers in the society

Human & Fundamental 
Rights Migration Erasmus+ 

45 NETCARE:  Networking and Care for Refugee 
and Migrant Women

Human & Fundamental 
Rights Migration - REC / Private 

Funding

46 MAMUMI: Mapping the Music
of Migration

Human & Fundamental 
Rights Migration  Erasmus+

47 MAX: Maximizing Migrants’
Contribution to Society

Human & Fundamental 
Rights Migration AMIF / Private 

Funding
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https://www.activeproject.eu/
https://www.teamworkproject.eu/
https://www.faros2020.eu/
https://www.projectpattern.eu/
https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/news-creating-safe-environments-for-children-in-need-of-foster-care/
https://voiceitproject.eu/
https://healproject.eu/
https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/fab-family-based-care-for-migrant-children/
http://erasmusstop.eu/
https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/co-happiness/
https://www.tolerantproject.eu/
https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/inclusive-europe/
https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/rising-mentoring-to-raise-motivated-migrants/
https://www.migrants4migrants.eu/
https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/net-care/
https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/mamumi/
https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/max/


A/O Title Topic Thematic 
Area Financing Source

48
4MI: Mixed Migration Monitoring

Mechanism Initiative: Data collection
in Greece

Human & 
Fundamental Rights Migration Danish Refugee 

Council

49 NO children left behind Human & 
Fundamental Rights  Migration Erasmus+

50
BASE: Migrant and refugee child-friendly 
support services in cases of sexual and 

gender-based violence

Human & 
Fundamental Rights 

Sex Gender 
Sexuality, 

SGBV

REC / Private 
Funding 

51 Participation: Analysing and Preventing 
Extremism Via Participation 

Civil Society & 
Democracy Radicalization Horizon 2020 

52  Youth Myth Busters Civil Society & 
Democracy

Quality of 
democracy  Erasmus+

53 REBUILD: REBUILDing society through
 youth engagement

Civil Society & 
Democracy

Civic 
participation

Erasmus+ / Private 
Funding

54
ACTIVE!: Engage, Connect, Empower EU 

Youth through sustainable, inclusive and 
democratic Sport

Civil Society & 
Democracy 

Civic 
participation

 - Erasmus+ / 
Private Funding

55
 PRACTICE: Preventing 

Radicalism through Critical
Thinking Competences

Civil Society & 
Democracy Radicalization  Erasmus+

56 Joint Action for Decentralisation
of Social Services in Kosovo

Civil Society & 
Democracy 

CSO 
Development 

Europeaid / Private 
Funding

57 COMMIT: COMMunIcation campaign
against exTremism and radicalisation

Civil Society & 
Democracy

Preventing 
violence, 

extremism, 
radicalisation

ISFP / Private 
Funding
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58 PAClife:  Physical and Cultural Activity
for Lifeskills Development

Civil Society & 
Democracy Civic Participation Erasmus+

59 Politeia:  Promoting global citizenship 
education in schools

Civil Society & 
Democracy Civic Participation Erasmus+

60 CIRCLE: InClusIon of Refugee
ChiLdren in Education Education Education & Migrant 

Children 
 Erasmus+ / Private 

Funding 

61
APPLE: Early warning platform to prevent 

youth from dropping out of school 
education

Education Education & Early 
School Leaving Erasmus+

62
FRIENDESK: Foster Reception for Inclusive 

Educational Needs: Development of 
Educational Support for Kids

Education Education & ECEC Erasmus+

63 PLACEDU: Digital social place for
the next normal in education Education 

Digital & remote 
learning in Higher 

Education
Erasmus+

64

HOPEFUL: Extending teachers' competences 
in the effective teaching of literacy, 

numeracy and digital skills to refugee 
children

Education Education & Migrant 
Children Erasmus+

65 RESET: Building Resilience
in Basic Education Education Education & Mental 

Health

European 
Commission - 

Erasmus+

66 DIG4Future: Digital competencies, Inclusion 
and Growth for Future generations Education    Digital 

transformation
Europeaid / Private 

Funding

67
FEINAMC: Disseminating and scaling 

up good practices to Foster Educational 
Inclusion of Newly Arrived Migrant Children

Education Education & Migrant 
Children 

Erasmus+ / Private 
Funding
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https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/mixed-migration-monitoring-mechanism-initiative-4mi-data-collection-in-greece/
https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/no-left-behind-children/
https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/base/
https://participation-in.eu/
https://www.youthmythbusters.eu/
https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/rebuild-rebuilding-society-through-youth-engagement/
https://active.geacoop.org/
https://practice-school.eu/
https://commitproject.eu/
https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/paclife/
https://www.politeiaproject.eu/
https://circle-project.eu/
https://www.appleproject.eu/
https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/f-r-i-e-n-d-e-s-k/
https://www.hopeful-project.eu/
https://reseterasmus.wordpress.com/
https://feinamc.eu/about/


A/O Title Topic Thematic Area Financing 
Source

68 CHOICE: Promoting School Environments 
Inclusive of Diversity based on SOGI Education Education & Sex 

Gender Sexuality
REC / Private 

Funding

69 Ed.G.E: Educating girls and boys for 
Gender Equality Education Education & Sex 

Gender Sexuality
 REC / Private 

Funding

70
Diversity & Childhood: Changing social 

attitudes towards gender diversity in 
children across Europe

Education Education & Sex 
Gender Sexuality

 REC / Private 
Funding

71 MEDIS: Mediterranean Inclusive Schools Education Education & Migrant 
Children 

Erasmus+ / 
Private Funding 

72
ForestFireProtection: Training for self-

protection against forest fires
in rural areas.

Education Education & ECEC  Erasmus+

73 EqualsEU: Europe’s Regional Partnership for 
Gender Equality in the Digital Age

Social Inclusion 
& Employment Employment  Horizon 2020 

74
Go-Green: Support to Development of a 

Green Agriculture by Local Communities in 
Kyrgyzstan

Education Education & Migrant 
Children  Erasmus+

75 ParentBank: Enhancing the social inclusion of 
low-income single parents

Social Inclusion 
& Employment

Social economy & 
entrepreneurship  Erasmus+

76 IntegrAction:  Action for socio-economic 
integration of refugees and asylum seekers

Social Inclusion 
& Employment

Employment & Social 
Entrepreneurship  Erasmus+

77 URBAN: Engaging Youth with Urban 
Gardening Activities

Social Inclusion 
& Employment Social Inclusion   -Erasmus+
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78
Scoodle: Generation Y/Z – Second Chance 

On-Line Opportunities for the Development
of Learning for Engagement

Social Inclusion & 
Employment Social Inclusion  Erasmus+

79 Re-start Social Inclusion & 
Employment 

Employment & Social 
Entrepreneurship Erasmus+

80 EASE: Entrepreneurs for Autonomy,
Self-development and Equality

Social Inclusion & 
Employment Employment Erasmus+

81
SHOUT: Social Sciences and Humanities in 
intersectoral Outreach for better education 

and sustainable innovations

Social Inclusion & 
Employment   Employment Erasmus+

82
ARTY: Digital art therapy for youth with 

developing or existing mental health 
conditions

Arts & Culture Art therapy & mental 
health Erasmus+

83 ABT Art Hubs Arts & Culture Art & Culture Creative 
Industry Erasmus+

84 HeART: HElping ARTists of EUrope Survive
As Freelancers and Entrepreneurs Arts & Culture Arts culture creative 

industry  Erasmus+

85 MuseumAR: Storifying An
Augmented Future For Museums Arts & Culture Arts culture creative 

industry Erasmus+

86 OceanART: boosting youth participation
in ocean protection through visual art Arts & Culture Artists for Climate 

Change Erasmus+

87 Digital Theatre Arts & Culture Arts culture creative 
industry  Erasmus+

89 GRACE Arts & Culture Cultural and creative 
entrepreneurship Erasmus+
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https://www.itsyourchoice.eu/
https://www.genderequality-edge.eu/
https://www.diversityandchildhood.eu/
https://medisinclusiveschools.eu/medis/
https://forestfireprotection.com/blog/forest-fire-self-protection/
https://equals-eu.org/the-project/
https://www.gogreen-project.kg/
https://www.parentbank.eu/
https://www.integraction.eu/
https://www.urbangardeningproject.eu/
https://www.scoodle-project.eu/
https://www.re-start-project.eu/
https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/ease-entrepreneurs-for-autonomy-self-development-and-equality/
https://shout-project.eu/
https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/arty/
https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/arthub-for-youth/
https://www.kmop.gr/projects-vf/heart-helping-artists-of-europe-survive-as-freelancers-and-entrepreneurs/
https://museumar.eu/en/
https://www.oceanrtproject.eu/en_gb/
https://www.digitaltheatre-erasmus.eu/?fbclid=IwAR22icZ41S4v7Y6-_EiYPejvngux5lNJAp8OW1nGBh4thmpUeZB3eLpzDV4
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHIq1YO8QxXiuPQcwi78i2w
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